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While there have, on occasion, been examples of notable success i n the
publication of products ensuing from educational research and development, by
1

and larg#, the pursuit of sound systematic research and development practices
do not, in and of themselves, assure wide-spread publisher interest'in the
resultant material.

Indeed, eventual commercial publication is the exception

rather than the rule.

.

.

Why this should be the case is, of course, subject to broad speculation.
One factor that may contribute to the paucit% of R&D products ever reaching
commercial publication may loe a poor understanding of the nature of developer/'publisher/consume; relations.

lishers' decision processes.

Another may be a poor understanding of pubIt may be that the nature of these relationships

is too complex and the nature of publisher' decision proCesses so varied across
!

$

publishers as to defy,generalization.

It may also be that the bulk of feder7

ally funded product
development activity is directed to those high risk,
.,
innovative

4

ghat
ttat . are the least attractive to commercial venture. \Com-

effort

.

...

mercial-enterpride is, almost by definition, directed to an extant mass'market,
not to the speculftive, or potentially short-tetm educational venture.
.
,

/

.

The'purpose,of this monograph is to report on initial exploration of one

facet of the d#41oper/publisher relationship, thevery first aspect of that
r'elitionship-Lthe publisher solicitation process.

a brief ma

This monograph will develop

ix typology for the conceptual classification of various publisher

solicitatit(
On models, or strategies, according to the most frequently cited

--

dimens ons of presumed relevance to successful.publi4her procurement, and
illu trate the use of those models fh the various publisher solicitation activit es undertaken in a major curriculum development project.

After that, the

graph will summarize observation's, suggestions, and
,

resulting from those publisher solicitation efforts.
p

%

James A. Dunn
ion

Principal Investigator and
Senior Project Director
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trA4f321
A MODEL-FOR TYPES OF PUBLISHER SOLICITATION

The implicit hope of all educational 'product developers is to see their

product used widely by the audience for which they were designed.

To achieve

this goal, some form of cost effective publication is usually required.

Unfor-

tunately, the files of developers are full, of rejection letters from publishers,
which, commonly include such iiatements

"If we had only known of your product a year or two ago
.We have just signed a contract to publish a product very similar
to yours."
.

"It would take us at least two to three years tb develop a mar keting plan, move your product into production, and begin effective
dissemination. By that time

s.

.

.

oI
"The nature of your product doesn't fit Bur current pi duct
"if only you had colasulted us before you completed the development
of your product, we might have been able to
.

!

.

"Your product is very attractive from a teacher's point of view,
but
..."
.

"Your bidding-timeline was too short for us to respond."
"We were unsure how such leeway you and/or the government would
allow us,to take with the product; consequently, we'did not
. ."

If a content analysis of these and similar types of statements is undertaken,
age can identify three areas of, concerdmosttfrequentlXcitei.. }They are 1) the
limited amount of lead time typically availab
duct can or cannot be modified to meet specific

;

2) the degree to which the proublisher requirements; and

3) the nature. of the bidding process.

Given these three areas <of logijor concern to publishers, a model for the

description of publisher solicitation activity can be gene 'rated.

The three dimen-

sions of thg model are amount of lead time, degree of product engineering, and
the nature of the bidding process.

A fourth area of concern is the size of capital

Investment the publisher must make, 1;ut.that,can be-accommodated, in part,,uider

-1-
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considerations of product design.

The remainder then is'the more mercantile

consideration of degree of investor risk and potential profit gain.
a

MODEL DIMENSIONS

Figure 1 illustrates the three dimenSions of,the model.

The dimensions

may be considered as nominal or, at best, ordinal scales and may be subject
to semantic distortion at times.
Figure 1

PRODUCT DESIGN
Publishers and consumers
consulted in product design

%to

BIDDING PROCESS

LEAD TIME
Ample lead time to permit
publisher scheduling, plan-.
ning, production, promotion,
and Marketing

Adequate time and inforstation for a publisher,to
become knowledgeable about
the product and to prepare
a realistic market analy§is
prior to bidding

'Lead.Timet The'general implication is that the longer the lead time'the
better.

Major textbook publishers'frequentlypcdnt out.that 23 states have state:,

wide adoption programs that average six years in,length.

Consequently, the pro-

.
p

enFement\activities-Of the publishers most active in those states focus on those

"

products they hope' to introduce three4to fourto'hve years hence.

pioducts they begin promoting have not even entered production and

.

may not even have been fully specified.

Often the
.in

many cases

Thus, from a large publisher's point of

view, marketing specifies its needs for products Over a fairly long time span.
The actual procurement and production of those products, however, may be one to
,tgo years subsequent to target identification, but reliability of production of
those produCts is essential. :Consequantry, such major textbook series develop/meat is muter the'controL of the publisher itself, either as an inhouse activitI
or through,a tightly controlled system of suppliers.
4

With publishers such as

'
D

I

.

these, the R&D product developer may be whipsawed betweenlong-range and often
internal publisher acquisition policieb and school trends, and the "innovative"
programs that governmental agenCies typically sponsor.

.

The lead time issue islurther confounded in that the provision of, long,
lead time is antithetical to external author submission of manuscripts for review.
In the4Case of externally developed products, publishers like to see the
entire product; so they can submit the materials to detailed analysis.and,review.

There is an Averse relationship between the amount of lead time that can be provided, however, and the number of products that can be submitted for review.
I

thtb most publishers this problem is resolved by the simple fact that with
most elaborate, complex, or large-scale products such as textbOok series,'compre,

hensive instrivitional programs, etc. (which by definition involve the greatest
control over the product configuration), lead time is a ,function of corporate

planning and development and of the long-range cqomitment of corporate

resources.

Products accepted from external sources tend to be much nfiorter, less risky,

and are either stand-alone items orprototypes for additional subsequent internal
development.

In. the latter case the original developers often serve as consul-

tants, technical editors, or series editors.for the balance of the materials to
be develbped by thelpublisher.

Thus, there-may-be an inverse relationship (or more likely an inverted
DI-relationship) between the size of an externally developed product and the likes..

0

t

lihood of commercial publication of that product.

Product Design.

IC is generallY held that ae-well-designed,product, engi-

neered with an eye toward classroom acceptahility and economic maaket viability,
is debirable.

How this is beet achieved is another question.
4
.

Publishers are outspoken regarding the need for developers to work closely
with publishers so that "realistic constraints" from production, marketing, and
cost points of view_can be applied to the materials.
9

theory.

This makes great sense,_in

Sufficient variance in' publisher practice, however, raises some question

regarding the degree to whichearly consultation assures publication.
4

If anything

.

seems to characterize the publishing industry, it is the wide variance in assump-*
tions regarding marketing and production held by various kinds of publishers.
..,

Different publishing houses concentrate on different markets, and produce
products accordingly.

.,

They then find it difficult to compete it other product/

One publisher, for example, may specialize in high-cost, noncon-

market.areas.

sumable classroom resource or reference kits. Another publisher may contentrate°
on low -coat, high-volume consumable paper products.
l

A third publisher may decide

/that with the wide availability of copy machines, the prodiction of low -cost

...'

student consumable enrichment materials is no longer a viable option and eledt
instead to concentrate on teachbr instructional guides and reproductioik masters
,

Ani so it goes.

.

.

.

,

.

Regardles

of a publisher's market'appraisal, it is clear that; except
l circumstances, for a product to be picked up by a publisher,

.the ?est unus

it must fit the publisher's product line--that is, it must be engineered to
specific market the publisher is trying to address and to the publisher's no
production, marketing, and distribution procedures.

Bidding Process.

.

Materials may be made available to publishers on 11

de

0

.

variety of bases, ranging.fram a Ilind competitive bid system based on pub is
4

announcement, as with the Publishers Alert Service through negotiated or brokered
placement, to the use of-paid author's agents, or even to the use of the subsidized,
or vanity, press.
1,

The method 41,product brokerage, or sustained advocacy, may be a more important one than has general/y been assumed toQdate. f The great variability =ant
publishers, the typically long decision times involved, and publishers' reluctance
to publAsh products from external sources without a thorough revieW and analysis
of the cotpleted product, all suggest that the importance of product brokering
has been seriously underestimated iri governmental and educational R&D circles.

'

In literary circles the use of author's agents is a.practice of long.stand-

ing; and a recent issue of the Chronicle Of,HigherEducation reports on the rapid

growth in subsidiZed publishing in the latecade. While it would be premature
to suggest paid placemmatagents for educational products, or even subsidized
-4f.

O

8
.publication (although there are recent examples), it may be necessary to develop
a sustained advocacy system for federally funded "high risk" educational products
if one wants to magnify the likqlihood of their being picked up by commercial
publishers.

Indeed, it is likely that the larger or more risky the product, the

longer the period of advocacy required.
.

Even if one questions the appropriateness

.

of vigorous direct advocacy, some sustained personal commitment co the product
would be necessary in order to maintain simple publisher accessability

to the

product and to respotd to inquiries that interested publishers might eventually
have.
4.

The solicitation of publisher interest and the nurtUrance of that interest
to'the point of a'firm offer to publish may involve a number of steps, ranging
from an invitation to bid; the provision of specific information regarding the
nature of the product, its history, origin, development, rationale; the prdffeting of special services such as technical consultation; continued availability
of the developmental staff for second edition revisions;;the development of special descriptive materials; the promotion of the professional visibility of the
materials through continued exposure of the product at national conferences and
conventions; to some assurance of the continued accessability of key staff for
subsequent publisher activity, ipservice training, and the like.
,

These,, then, tare a few considerations regarding each of the three model
dimensions.

THE MODEL
If a schematic is developed with values for each dimension, as in Figure 2,

publisher prospects can be considered for each celland solicitation strategies
generated accordingly.

Cell 1 in the schematic represents that set of conditions where the publisher
`

is asked to bid competitively on a product not yet fully developed and designed
without any opportunity for publisher input.
do occur : they are quite rare.
cattion

While such publication arrangements

They are most commonly - associated with the pub/i-

of personal memoirs or records of notable personages and/or heads of state.

4 -5-
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Figure 2

Blind/
Now

Bids

Negotiated
Placement
Notes:

Lower Slice'
(Cells 2,4,6,8)

BIDDING PistICESS

Engineered
P2oducte

Right Slice
Brokered
(Calls 5,6,7,8) -Placement

leer Slice
(Cells 1,2,5,6)
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The publication ot'materials under,the conditions of Cell 2 occurs more
OF

frequently thanounder Ce11.1 but is by .no means common.. Under this set of conditions

publisher can exercise some control through direct consultation with

the author during the development 'period.

Here, tgo, tke types of materials

typically,published under these conditions are in the literary areas.-

The conditions for Cell 3 are those under-which much educational research
and development has operated.

Generally in the past, developers developed pro-.

ducts completely and then submitted them for competitive blind bid via the Publisher
Alert Service.

This system has nyt proven a very effective means for procuring

publishers for R&D products, however.

Whether this was because the system was

o..poorly tuned to the realities of the publication market place, or the products
were of inferior quality, or some other set of circumstances is unknown.

In light

o4othe various comments, offered by publisher's with,regard to the importance Of

lead tine, the opportunity to influence the product, and the need to interact
in order to develop a responsive bid, one can only assume th`ot while the Publishers

Alert Service was a useful mechanism for alerting publishers to the availability
of products, it was not an effective means for promojiing product publiptAon.-

t

The early history of the Comprehensive Career Education Model (CCEM) effort'

proVides one example of publisher procurement, efforts of the type subsumed under'
Cell 4.

In the development of.its School-Baspd Cat:eer,Education MAel, the

'

Center for Vocational Education (CVE) fought early consultatishn with a publisher

regarding product design a relatiyely large ca;par education publisher held a
subcontract with CVE for the review and critidueof CVE-developed material.

CVE

then-Proceded to develop products and eventually solicited blind competitive bids
for those products.
,

t

\.

The procurement was notssuccessful, hoWever.

Consequently, the process of

.'

subsequent materials development was materially changed to approximate thecOn,,,..-ditions of Cell 2.

Immediate consultation was undertaken with publishers ,for

the purpose of redesigning the products so as to have maximal-applicability io
.

interested publishers and to initiate contact with publishers whollight eventuaily be interested in bidding competitively on the redeveloped products.
During this early period, no finished products were available for distribution
to'publishers.

,

As the project progressed,'however, "AIR gradually moved from the

a

A

,conditions of Cell 2 to Cell 4-to &ll 8, conditions under which. products are

O

.

developed in consultation with publishers, are complete when offered, and where
interaction and assistance is offered to any publisher who requests it!to assist
bid believed to be in the best interests of the

them in the 'preplinetba
460

'

product and the government.
3

A

In conclusion, in Figure 2 product engineering is described only in terms

of degreeof publisher .consultation inasmuchas the initial impetus for this
analysis derives from experienCe with publishers and their typical remark that
In point of fact, the concept Of product

, they were not consulted early enough.

engineering implies the configuiatiOn'of a product on, the basis[of inputs from
.

.

a vari(ty of sources, including users Jieachers), consumers (pupils), purchasers'
.,

.

_

,(various nonclassroom school district personnel), arid "eximits" (professional

.

leaders).

Further; data contributing to_product engineering include not only

.,

.
.

consatationZ perse% but empirical data regarding such concerns as product
,..;

etfactiveness and productionicosts.
,

l
.

.

S

I

.

.

1

Inasmuch as the purpose of this monograph.id,to explore various aspects of
t .

publisher solicitation rather than product design, and inasmuch as a great'deal '

.

has been written regarding Systematic educational product design and development,
the description of,the model, fer,s1mplicity of presentation, reflects only a

i.

'

.-

.

primitive notion of product design, i.e., "consultation with puhlishers."'7'Rather
.

1

e of product engineering),
than the cells, in the bottot layer of the modelt(thedear.e
Y

0

of greater *in erest to pd.

i.e., the ri

t slice:o

negotiated placemenuli

:

monograpW are the cells to 'tie rightyf the midline,
el,:

These are the various cohiigdrations of -

ublisher, i.e., 41th product brokering.,
a,

,

L

.ir
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NEGOTIATED PUBLISHER SOLICITATION:
BROkERED -PRODUCT
04

As the conditions surrounding the search, for a praduits Publisher approach

the conditions ofvphetight slice of-the model, publisher solicitation becomes

moretandtmoe a negotiated solicitation.

As such, the developer begins ti:.serve

as the-'product's3rokeer as well as the product's developer--a role quite common

For all'but the mos

exceptional authors in most areas of professional writing.
?

The broke

e'processi however, requires not only intimate knowledge of the

product but also of the publiser'with whom one is trying to broker.

The process

of brokerage is the prCcess of fitting together the needs of two different parties
so that as effective union can be realized.

To do'this, the product developer

must have a much greater awareness of the complexities of the publishing business,
'd better understanding of the major dimensions along ;which publishers vary, and

how the publishing world is organized.
fl

DIMENSIONS OF PUBLISHER VARIATION
Publishers may be considered according to a number of characterizing dimen-.
sions.

At least eight different characteristics seem to be a minimal number to

consider in attempting to understand the potential relationship of a product
.

developer, with i7p6ssible publisher.
r

Volume.
J

The most obvious dimension, and the one used most frequently, is

company size, i.e., volume of sales.

Based on molume of sales, approximately two

dozen publishers' dominate the vast majority of educational materials.

-

Product Type.*Closely related to sales volume is prbduct type.

produceiouiety of types of products.

Publishers

Some by their very nature involve a such

larger volume of sales than others.' Publishers tend to specialize in specific

Mies of products.

Examples of product types and publishers often associated with
.

such product-types are presented in the following list:

13

.

4P

Mk.
Product Type

Publisher /Product

Scott Eoresman

Textbooks

Student consumable materials
Classroom resource kits

Behavioral Research Labs

k

ScienceResearch Associates

'

Instructional support materials

American Guidance Service

Subsociition material

My Weekly Reader (Ginn-Xerox)

Professional books

McCutchan Press

Newsletters

Changing Times

Magazines and journals

Learning Today

Prestige.

A gird dimension of publisher variation is degree of prestige

'associated with the company name.

This is often associated with size.

Major

publishers invest heavily in corporate image building and make every effort to
.cultivate a strong positive image.

Image is not necessarilyta function of size,

Some ledser,volume companies'may still maintain positions of prestige

however.

within tbeir specific_maticet areas.

Alfred Knopf, for example,,is'arelatively

small publisher,but 1,9 generally considered to be a prestige house.

Similarly,

Olympus Press, whib'publishes nothing but career education materials, has a
very respectable reputation within' the area of careerducation.

Origin.

the company.

The prestige of

i company 'fay oflpn be related to the oriiinof

Publishing comps may derive from 'a varieiq of antecedent back-

In some instances, concerted efforts are made to'capitalize on the

grounds.

prestige of the antecedent, or.parent, organization., Some companies are major
.

independent publishers.

These are the older,, more solidly established organi2

In many instances they may have been subjected to corporate takeovers

zations.

but,in spite of their affiliation with a-larger industrial giant, they maintain
their own corporate integr&ty and visibility.

Charles E. Merrill' Publishing

Pp.

Company, for example, is a component of Bell and Howell, and SRA is a subsidiary
of IBM.

.

.

Other publishe&s are spin-offs of'mjor independent publishers.

Typically,

these organizations maintain an ideniity affiliatiOn'wiih their parent organization.

for examplt, Prentice-Hall Learning Systems is a very small organization6

involving only a small number of employees.

It is aspin-off of a major publish-

ing house and carefully maintain; its obvious membership in the Prentice' -Hall family.

-10-
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A third type of publishing company is a spin-off of a major industrial
concern.

In this instance, as in the preceding, the new publishing house is

apt'to be relatively small and inexperienced,yet it derives from an industrial
giant and derives prestige from a clear affiliation with its parent sponsor.
Examples of such publishers are Westinghouse Learning Press and Xerox Learning
Systems.

A fourth type of education materials publisher is a spin '-off of nonschool-

relatedp4Plishing activities.

These are often instructional materials publishers

that spin off from magazine or news service publication efforts.

ICEanging Time)

E4ucational Service and Capitol Publications Books Division are examples of this
-NE

type of publisher'.

Small publishers deriving from prestige companies often tend to be associated
with the major market sector regardless of their sales volume.

Thus, Westinghouse

Learning Press or Prentice -Hall Learning Systems can easily be considered major

publishers even though their portion of the publication market might actually be
quite small, while some publishers with a much larger volume of business but not
the prestige or visibility associated with the major publisher or major industry
spinroff.are considered thin - market' publishers.

'p.
Obviously, the prestige of the company in part derives from its origin, and
,companies often attempt to maximize the prestige of their ,corporate image by
either emphasizing 'or disguising their early origins.

Product Image.
to whit

Also_associated with prestige or publisher image is the degree

the publisher attempts to'manageproduct impression.

Such impression

directly related to the amount of money available'for'front-end investment and the'',

type of product being,produced:

Okviouslyi companies having large sales volumes or

prodUCing,productethat yield higher margins of profit, and companies with major
prestige investments to iiintainwill and can invest considerably more in the
physical appearance of the product than some of their'competitors.

This dimension

is often referred to as "product quality," but in actuality it is the quality of

the image of the p6duct rather than the instructional efficacy of the product.
'A bore appropriate term woUld be "image control" rather, than "quality control."
Slick products graphically illustrated and.with attractive packaging are well

a

1

known in educational circles.

This type of product, as suggested; is ofter

associated with "major" publishers.

There is, however, very fiequently, as

Komoski has pointed out, a large number of products that are attractively pack.

aged but of shallow 'substance.

Unfortunately, the opposite is often true for

products developed under federally sponsored research and development programs.
Typically, products.developed systematically through R&D activities may be
more substantial as instructional materials than their physiognomy warrants.
Often thin-market publishers ape forced to publish with minimal front-end invest,

meat iatypesetting,paper, artwork, multicolor presentation, or packaging.

Speed of Decision Making.

These five dimensions are perhaps the,most commonly

%considered dimensions of,publisher capability.

A sixth and perhaps equally ispor-

trt publisher characteristic from a developer's point of view has to do with the
TrOblisher'S speed of decision making, i.e., the swiftness with which decisions can
be made ale production undertaken.

Speed in the decision to move in new directions,
J

,

speed in the decision to commit to the publication of a new product, and speed in
the implegentatioA of product production are important concerns from a federal RSD
f

unction of centralized author-

o be

Speed in these areas se

point of view.

ility of that authority to the developer.

ity within the organization and the acCe

,,w

The accessibility and centralization of authority in a publisher seem

to be

,

.+

inveisely'relaied to size of the company.

ays hold true;

However, this does no

e ganizations,

in the case of companies that are spin-offs of other larger pareill

the spin -off company may be quite small is -terms of the number of individuals
involved in theme operation of the company, but Major decision making may be deferred,
e

to the Board. of Directors, who are principals in the parent organization.

Thus,

there is centralized authority for operation but mottfor decision making.
A

Locus of Production.

A seventh dimension related to centralization of author-

ity and corporate size is locus of production.

Those organizations that are not

committed to the utilization of internal typesetting, production, printing, etc.,
can often respond faster.

This is typically a characteristic of smaller companies.

It 1. s only the larger companies, or spinroffs from larger compantis, that are

committed to using the resources of the larger corporat-Ofamdly:
I/

.'
/

,-

Marketing Style.

Finally, the eight dimension that might be considered charac-

teristic af publishers is marketing style.

.

-12-

Publ

hers liary.wideTy in the ,degree to ,

'

.

which theymaintaii.theii pwn_.sales force, sell via sales representatives, or
sell via the fails. Direct'mail sales, of course, !re the most economical way
to market materials, but sCdirect sales force provides aggressive promotion of
the product.

In considering the selection of.P publisher, then, different publishers
offer different combinations of attributes, some of which may be to the advan.

tage of the government, some Of which may be to the disadvantage of the governmeat.

The product developer knows.the kind of impact the government would like

to make with the BAD product; the task is tochoose.a course of action in publisher
,solicitation that will tend to "Irimize Oe likelihood of procuring a publisher
of the appropriate type.
This, of course, implies an open and explicit partnership between the product developer and the product sponsor.

The project monitor

must be able.to reflect adequately the wishes of his or her sponsoring agency
and join with the project developer in the decision making necessary to select
the type of publisher with which to "broker"''or "place" the product.

-

///

PUBLISHER CLASSIFICATIONS

In the late 1960s, shbrtly after OE publication guidelines were revised to

.

permit product developers to copyright.and publish instructional 'materials devel-

oped under federal support, the prevalent notion of the publishing yrocess was
one in which the developer would simply make the products availabld=to publishers
on an equitable basis, i.e., Cell 1.
essentially undifferentiated.

This view of educational publishing was

It was assumed publishers would bid, pick up the

products, and move diem into the commercial market.

The early efforts at the

(-public dissendmition of federal).y funded R&D products, however, was not altogether

promiSing:, This resulted in an increasing

artiness on the part of educational--

R&D workers of the distinction between "ma or" publishing groups and so-called
"thin-market" publishers.

Major' and Thin - Market Publishers.

in the hundreds of thousands.

HajOr publishers were couterned.with Sales.

Thin-market publishers were concerned with sales in

the thousands or tens'of thousands.

This was a'convenient differentiation and

allowed developers to look beyond the,30 or 40 "name" publishing houses to the
several hfindred ancillary publishers that also had national scope but not volume
of business.'
--13-
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It was tot long, however, before major publishers were differentiated into
4).

textbook pUblishers, such as Scott Foresman and McGraw-Rill, and resource et,

reference kit publishers, such as SRA.

Thin-market publishers were still seen simply as smaller versions of these "
f types, i.e., companies somewhat smaller in total volume of sales but which never-

theless produced either textbook or resource materials.

A second 4ategory was often considered to he a component of the thin-marker
publisher--the technical, or tradebooks section.

College textbooks and professioqp1

books cerrAinly did not hAve the sales volume of elementary and high school text.

Whereas technical books were frequently carried as a service item by major

Books.

publishefs, they were often the basic stock-in-trade of smaller publishers.
Feiron and Wiley 6.9ons are examples.'

.

,,

u
In the 1960s a n

I

publisher began to emerge
type of "name" pub

typically sub-

sidiaries of major corporations making,an initial entry into riducationalpublishins.

They might be considered thin-market publishers in terms of their experience
IP

olume ut major publishers in terms of their relationship with parent corporations.

XeroiLeirning Systems is a good cass.in pointy an educational products

spin-off of the Xerox Corporation.

WestinghouselLairaing Press, a subsidiary of

Westinghouse Learning Corporation, which was itself a new company formed in 19p
as a subridiary'of Westinghouse Broadcasting Corporation, is another example.
si..

/

\

Whether Westinghouse Learning Press isia majortpublisher and McKnight Publish:-

/

tp's Company (a tradebook publisher) a thin-market publisher is a moot point.

The

boundaries betweel`spublishers in terms of their markets, inticais, or origin'ire
extremely diffuse at best.' The field is marked by extreme heterogeneityl'iPientice.

Hall Learning Systems, for example, is an extremely small company (some five or
1.x persons), operating as a speciilized subsidiary of one of the twenty or so

4

Prentice -Hall publishing companies,each.of which is relatively independent in
acquisitions and marketing.;

Thin-market publishers miiht be classified As -smaller "general publishers"
such as McKnight, .Creative Publications,)Guidance,Associates, or Timeshare;
"specialized .publishers" such as Olympus; "newsletter publisher*" such
l

1

r

a

as Changing Times or Capitol Publicationi;.or "distributor-publishers," i.e.,
instructional materials distributing companies that act as manufacturers'
representatives for a variety of products but that have found it more profitable
to begin publishing their own line of materials, such as Melton Book Company.
Micropublishers.
There isianother extremely large segment of publishers that
t
have neither national reputation nor major, or even modest, "thin-market" volume.
Miny, however, are publishers Of some substance and have some market penetration in
their respective areas.

They might be termed micropublishers.

This is a group

of very small publishers, numbering around several. thousand.

They are small".

organizations typically consisting of only a few employees.

They represent the

entrepreneurs who are entering the publishing business.

Many started

1950s and 1960s in much the same way that Alfred Knopf started
borrowed money after World War I.

n the

Press on

Olympus Press is one such publisher that has

gained a solid reputation in the field of career education and is now considered
a significant thii=tiarket publisher in that area but is quite unknown in almost
any other circle.

Career Research Associates, Impact Publishers, California

Learning Simulations, Educulture, Instructional Media, Inc., Learning dleicepts,

Inc., Education Achievement Corporation, and Accelerated Development, Inc., are
a few other examples.

Micropublishers may be venture capitalists who felt the instructional materials field was a potentially lucrative one--instructional materials jobber's who
found a larger argin of profit in selling their own products, printers who
expanded, their

elds of operation, or experienced bookmen who tired of working

for a "large Muse" and wanted to do their own thing.

The micropublisher field is a difficult one to contact, however, inasmuch
as the individual publishers have neither national visibility'nor, as is often
the case, affiliation with organized publication groups such as the National
Association of Textbook Publishers.

Mi'cropublishers are often under- capitalized

and over - extended and conduct much of their marketing through either direct mail

or manufacturers' representatives.

Micropublishers do offer certain advantages,howe4er.
definition, the high-risk pakers.in educational publishing.

They are, almost by
They derive their

4
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o

competitive edge by being able to move pito an area faster than the larger
'iublishersi mad because they often have a more targeted audience with which they

deal and which they typically know better in some as than major publishers.
While, their per unit cost is typically higher than larger volume publishers,
,

, their depabiAtY Tor making decisions regarding new,product acquisitions is

considerably Taster- In additiontheir typically low overhead for marketing,
allows than tic keep retail costs quite low.
;

:
1

,

iec4use of the extremely varied nature of micropublishers, however, the
pnblisiler search effort must be much more intensive and may take much more time

It also implies the

and effort than, has typically beet assumed in,phe past.

need,for considetable flexibility on the part:of a project developer to negotiate
with potentially interested micropublishers.

This also implies more freedom on

the part of a.project developer to reconfigure), condense, expand, partition, or
.

modify the products under development, and in suggesting possible options to
potentially Interested publishers.

POSsible arrangements for the mutual sharing

of early investment costs, perhaps through special buy-back arrangements, and
long -term author/publisher liaisons may also be significant micropublisher
inducements.
4

Public Service Publishers.

Finally, the last category of publisher is the

public service publisher, i.e., a publid'service agency that publishes public
o

domain materials at cost in order to make them available for school use.

Two

examples of this type are the Florida Curriculum Center and the National CurricuOther examples

lum Coordinating Centers for Vocational and Technical Education.'

are university presses and publishing groups affiliated with'sPecific research
and development centers and regional research laboratories.
,

.

Givens then, that a more flexible posture with regard to publisher solicitstion,is neces4ay, more extensive prodUCt planning will be required so that the

.7"

product can be engineered to have maximum publication/production flexibility.'
Early dialogue with publishers regarding the design of products, early relations
with publishers to support their immediate involvement and coMMitment to the product, and negotiated targeted publisher solicitation rather than blind, competitive
bidding procedures suggest that in the f

ure publisher solicitation'activity will
1

more likely be of the type represented i 1 Cell 7 or in Cell 8 rather than'in
other cells of the classification model.
.
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MIGROPUBLISHER IDENTIFICATION
In order to broker a product with a publisher it' is, of co rse, necessary
to identify

an ideqdate set of potentially interdbted publisher

Because..a.

their size, and visibility in the field-,44 is.relaqvely easy tb generate lists.
of variods.types of major publishers,
This is also true, tit td,,a somewhat
lesser degree, for'thin-markttpublishers.

The greatest potVntial.for rapid

,

publication of innovative educational products, however, rests with micropub

lishers. Mese are the publishers that exist in greatest numbers, bit have
least visibility.

Therefore, the identification of potential micropuhlishers

poses special problems. ,One must not only identify potentially interested
cotpanies,.but companies that also,have sufficient resources to handle the

product, and whocan be committed early enough in the process so that cooperstive working relations can be established, or at least maintained for a reason- able period of time after the development of the'products is completed.

r.

'

In this regard, twoseparate approaches might be used:

one,)

"convention

solicitation" method; the other, a "prolonged staff involvement" strategy.
,

/
AZ

The obtilous approach to major publisher solicitation is to compile aqist

of publishers with which one is already familiar, obtain their addresses, and
contact them directly. The second alteFnative is to make contact through one of
'their sales personnel, field agents, or reprpsentatives.

A third. approach is to

look up publishers in the yellow pages Of the telephonedirectoryolptolidentify
possible publishers through a review of .instructioCa1 materials commonly available

in school libraries and classrodis. All of these procedures tend to maximize
the likelihood of identifying the larger or more,highlrvisible publishers.
BoWever, zone of these procedures is,particularly suited to the identification

lo

of that large contingent of publishers comprising the micropublishet group.
/

'Because of the low visibility of the micropublisher, the develdper must.
depend, to a certain extent, on serendipity.
The potential occurrence of the
serendipitous event can be maximized.

Because micropublishers have exceedingly

,small, or La most instances, nonexistent p'ales forces, they must maximize their
potential client contact.

P

They typically dp this ,through booths at trade fairs

and professional conventions and through direct mass mailings.

4,

1

.4
g

Convention

olicitati).on.

.

4

/9 .

The most obvious strategy for a developer, then,

_.=

"'

%,

, is to use. trade fairs And proloRbiomal conventions as the principal,forop for

initiating contact with micropublishers.

Indeed, the process is to the decidhd%

advantage of the developdr.

(,,,

.

0

At piofessional associatio6 conventions, such as the American' Educational
Researc

o

AssoCiation, the Association for,Sugervision in Curriculum Development,_

the Am'
e, icon Personnel and Guidance Association, and (e National Education Association, a developer may contact 100 or more thin-market publishers in the space
of i-siAgle day.

-

',.

4-

If the developer'is armed with a printed product description and

is prepared to conduct his, own materials display, perhaps in his olio hotel room,

effective prescreening of a large number

of

nicropublisherp'can be effected.e

From that point,,further mail and/or4lephone correspoidLce can be-arranged.
In this situation; then, the developer "works the convention hall" just like any

.

other product agent..

Since the economic resources

of

most micropublishers are limited, their par-

ticipationat trade fairs and conventions often tends to be geographically
determined.

Hence the product de,:lloper should expect to attend a variety of

such conferences in a'variety of locations.

11,

7

;

7

-',Prolonged Staff Involvement.

The,second strategy .ttle developer can use'is

444).

much lessefficient and even more dependent upon setendipity, hence prolonged

staff invdlveent is often necessary.

Igasmuch as the se'con'd major.roarketing

effort of micropubli;hers is direct mail advertising, the developer can si'siectzA

atically collect from colleagues, especially public school administrators; the
unsolicited "junk mail" advertisements for educational'products.thaf bombard
scho 1 personnel almost daily.

°

These direct mail advertisements can then bee'
,

t

1

,scre

-.

ed, catalogued, and followed up with a direct mail camRaign in reverse.

Devil pers can routinely distribute form letters Co such advertisers, inquiring'

about their potential interests and offeing to discuss potential availaLility
,e'

of their products via the telephone irthe interested ,party 'would call.

"niis-,

..

effectively screens the casual inquiry and allows the developer to be_solewhat
s

eotive in his response.

This step is hi

1

t

;,,P ,

y desirable inasmuch as the level- " x,'
.,-

.

o er needs some procedure for prioritizing his response activities.

,'

-
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A CASE AISTORY OF
"SEOFENTIAL:PUBLISAER SOLICITATION

EARLY

MERIENCES IN THE CCEM PROJECT
.1

The earliest efforts to obtain a publisher for the Comprehensive Career
-Education"Materials developed at Ohio State University reflected the traditional
approach to publisher procurement followed at that time.

To understand this

early 'effort, it is useful to review briefly the status of the CCEM project as

!^'

.of Ohip State University's completion of the first contingent of CCEM units.

.

In 1971 the U.S. Office of Education'funded the development of four major

career education programs'.

One of those progr4MW was the school-based model,

which Was to provide a thorough program of career education for grades K-12.
This program came to'be designated'the Comprehensive Career,,Education Model,

or

CCEM, which was under the gen&al directorship of, the Center for Vocational

A

Education at Ohio State University.

In.the early. stages of the development of

*the CCEM program, CVE canvassed the nation to find candidate schopf'districts
in

which Chit /new

approach to educational practice could be developed and imple-.

mented. Six school districts spanning the United States were eventually selected.
4

;Originally Vle task of these six school districts was to assemble the appropriate ins4FuctiOnal materials and organize a comprehensive program based on
those materials. The program was to.be infused into subject matter areas such

as English, social studies:mathematics, and science.

The concept of the program found wide public support, but.phereWas a lack
of available instructional materials.: lAccording to public response, career

education was wanted and needed; but.he materials necessary for the program
did'not appear to be available.

.0

;-

Consequently, a major CCEM development effort

was-undertaken, the results of-whict6eould presumably be-maje available through
commercial publisIers td school districts throughout the United States.

A

By July 1974, CVE and. public school staff had developed, field tested, and

revised 45 instructional units representing a sampling of units spanning grades
At that time 'the availability of the 45 units for publication was

K-12.

..

announced through the Publishers Alert Service, and publication bids were invited.
RFPs were distributed to 39 publishers and a two -day bidders conference was held

No publisher chose to submit a proposal for the pbblication

for those-interested.

of the units, hower.
categories:

Their responses generally fell into the following three

(1) they wanted student consumable materials, not just student guides;

(2) they preferred to market a complete, unified

career education program rather

than 45 loosely connected, disparate units; and (3) they wanted-Matemialithat
augmented and complemented their own line of products, not materials that made
extensive use of competitors' products.

In June of 1974 the American Institutes for Research was assigned'the task
of field testing and revising an additional 61 CVE developed units in accordance
with-the specifications to be provided by the publisher who was to market the
first 45 units?

1

When no commercial publisher for the first contingent of instructional
materials was forthcoming, it became necessary for NIE and.AIR toieffectomajor
chahges in the focus of the AIR project to address publishers' concerns with
set of materials.

period

As a result, a six-month

preliminary desfgn

ds added to the project to permit major redesign and re-engineering of

the products to enhance their prospects for possible publication.

CVs initial activities

olved (1) eventual consumers in the design and

development of the products; (2) a de facto market needs analysis4thee concluded
that there was a major gap in commercially available materials suitable for the
introduction Of career education into'the schoOl.S; and (3) a major commercial

publisher for assistance in the review of instructional materials and a critique
of produce-design.

In terms of the typdlogy model suggested in Chapter 1, there

was early consultation, but eventual production was solely determined by CVE and,
school staff:, Further, publishers were well aware of, or should have been well

aware of, CVE'sAavelopment work in the area, so there should have been ample
lead time for publishers considering the introduction of=tareer/education to
consider how the CVE products.might fit int

their prodUct lines.

4

011

4

CVE, however, apparently did not actively involve a variety of publishOs
in the early design of products, and they apparently,did not try to establish
and maintain early and ongoing dialogue with a variety of commercial publishers.
They generally did not share examples of.prototyjae or specimen units for public
Jinn publisher review. qn view of ,concern for the,possible compromise of their
project,ilhowever, and

he need not to "over promise" IF such in ambitious

.undertaking, such a position mas,.,and still is, quite understandable.

:While CVE paid considerable' attention to expressiodsi,of consumer needs,

relatively little attention appears to have been,paidstO questions of comr

mercial viability (i:e., the production and marketineinalyis considerations).
The product was essentially determined by classroom mptitioners and-was not
easily amenable to publisher.modification.

Finally, the eventual bidding process did not allow very extensive lead

time for pOblisherconsideration of the products and, as was the standard
;

Publishers' Alert Service procedure at that time, made nd'provision,for inter-

action With'publishers in:the preparation of their bids.

In'other words, the model employed was essentially that of Cell 3, the
model of publisher procurement in which the productlis desftried with input from

a variety ofsources but is completed, relatively inflexibly defined, and with
little publiiher decision lead time.

v

.

1

Because of the recognition of the problems inh reni in this' approach, the
initial action of AIR, upon monificatibn of

s contract with NIE, was to begin

immediate exploration and implementation of a somewhat more flexible bidding
model, t..he models reflected in Cells 6 and 8;

"engineered product" models-I-where the pr

ch(conjointly might be consi ered

uci is tI
lilored to theneeds
nes of use

,

....,

administrators, and publishers, and where there is opportunity for negotiation
1

and longer consideration lead time.

-r-

.
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The product, however, wastili to be enginee*ed, largely, in such a way as
to have %ppeal to a variety of potential publishers rather than to be tailored
4
0
expressly for a paracular.publisher "sing44-outein advance.
.

.

.

.

0

EATER EXPERIENCES IN THE CCEM WJECT

'

.

,

,

Publislirs represent the" primary ayenue for the/ddsseMination and-ultimate
impact of edncpional prodTicts.

As, such, publishers are a basic,mechanism for

...------

the introductton of change into America's schools.

Publiqation companies are
...

commercial businesses, however, not institutions.of educational reform.

The

.,

2.

publication of major new products entails Irsignificant outlay' of capital and
,

corresponding economic risk.
.

,..-,

The assurance .of timblY, sound, and continued.
,

,

4

marketability is paramount in any publisher's consideration of a new product.
_.

4 -'

,,

4

,--N\

The Cell,6 approach; then, was

expose the CCEM materials to a wide

,

1

,

variety of reprelentatides of the publishing rndu%try and to communicate-ail the
.

.

:.--:----Y

evidence t

$

marketabil Sty

7

...

4

t could be assemb110,concerning the need for, and the potential .'
,

chose materials.

,--

:

f

!

Four steps were followed.

The'first was a survey-of school administrators

and teacher, ito ?Its the,acceptabilityof the Initsto potential,consumewnd
to obtain initia

in ications of he* the units could

p4

ese suave vs

improved

not

served to expose phe materials to schoo l personnel- across the count

seen them before and to provide an ibdication of grass roots interest i

career

edhcation and, thus, the potential market demand forthe aventualmateria
/

The second step was tassess t

acceptabil'ty of the

dr4t CCEM units to
0

Thi*:step enabled AIR t
of ihe material.

hitiate dialogue with po ential publishers

It aleojallowed project stay, to learn the c

seraints on publishers,

/

what publishers required of the materials they had already pUblis ed,and, in
general; how they viewed the future of career education.

't T

The third step was to bvin the development of alMrket through he imple ,
_
, f
mentation of a systematic ptoreft of ilfbrmation dissemination.' Itlitinvoldedn,
presentations at professional meetings, the distribution of pro ct informition
f

.

1

It

.-,..

to several thousand state and local ed cation leader%

(\;,
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Education Newsletter, and other dissemination activities to keep the professional
cotgounity informed about the project.

Thas step was relevant to publisher dialogue

because it provided additional input on the acceptability of the units to the
profesqional practitioner.

The fourth step was to seek actively and encouragb publishers, first via
the Publishers Alert Service and subsequently via pdrsonalsdialogue, with the
'ultimate' goal of signing a contract with a publisher to produce and market the
units.

Step 1Surveys of Consumers.

The survey,of school administrators covered

a .5% random sample of U.S. schools plus the ten largest school distpefs in the
ten largest cities of the country.

In all, 67 school districts were surveyed.
-

a.

Each was seat three representative draft CCEM units to inspect and evaluate.
Data were obtained from 60 of the 67 districts.

-

The teacher survey was more intensive but involved fewer persons.
shops were conducted, each two days. in duration.

Two work-

Tft first was lor elementary

teachers and\the second for secondary teachers. In the workshop setting, all 61
draft units were examined and evaluated by experienced practicing teachers.

The results of these surveys are reported in detail in AIR 47900 Interim
'Report No. 1, November 1974.

Step 2 Survey of Publishers.

The publisher survey is reported here in

detail because it was an integral part of the AIR dialogue with publishers.

The first step of the survey was to identify those publishers who might be
expected to show maximum interest In publishing the revised CCEM materials".

These

were believed to be (1) publishers who had reqUested the RFP for the 45 CCEM units

.

that were revised and field tested by CVE; (2) publishers outside the CCEM RFP
pool,wha already publish career education materials.; and (3) publishers of other
experimental-based materials.

The first two groups were broken down into finer

categories.' The publishers who had requested the CCEM materials _ RFP were-idesti-

fied as (a) Major Educational-Publisheta7and (0 Lesser and Thin- Market Publishers.
----The -publiefieisOaside the CCEM RFP pool were identified as (c) Publishers of
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Student Materials in.Career Education and (4) Publishers of Teacher Materiels
(only) in Career Education.

OE provided the listlof publishers who had requested the CCEM Mate isle RFP.
Project staff compiled the other two lists from a study of EL-HI Textbo
1974 and of career education trade journals.

Print;

s in

The final masterylist

con -

.

sisted of 66 publishers.

The number of publishers by category is shown in Table 1.

Table 1

GROUPS OF PUBLISHERS IN THE FINAL CONTACT LIST

(1)

(2)

Publishers Requesting the CCEM Materials RFP
a.

Major Educational Publishers

21

b.

Lesser and Thin-Market Publishers

16

Publishers of Studecatrialsin Career
20

Education
d.

37

25

Publishers Outside the CCEM RFP, Pool
c.

.Publishers of Teacher Materials (only) in
Career Educat'ion

(3)

.

5

Publishers of Other Experimental=Based Materials

4

Projecillisaff made contact with 31 publishers selected from the master list.
Those publishers, included 21 (or all) Major Educational Publishers; 5 Lesser

and Thin-Market Publishers; 1 Publisher of Student Materials in Career Education;
1 Publisher of Teacher Materials in Career Education; and 3 Publishers of Other
Experimental -Based Materials.

Because they had shown interest in the CCEM mate-

.

rials and also because they represented major 'educational publishers in the United
.

States, the majority of publishers selected for contact was from the CCEM pool.

r24-
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An introductory, telephone call was made to each of the selected publishers.

In the conversation,, the caller delineated the background of the project;

,

described the 61 units, particularly with regard to their distribution across
grade ranges and s
these materials

ject areas; explained AIR's mission to revise and field test
preparation for publication; and emphasized AIR's concern io

involve a publisher at the outset of the project.

--g

The publishers were sated

'

about their familiarity with NIE's CCEM effort; about their involvemen; in the
career education market; and about their interest in learning more about the
CCEH project through discussions with key project staff.

Of,Vle 31 publishers contacted, / expressed no interest in discussing the
CCEM project, stating that their publishing.schedules could not accommodate any

new products, or consideration oi any newTroducta,fa; the next two or three
years.

None of the publishers contacted had adverse reactions to the CCEM mate,-

Tials."

In fact, oily a few recalled the CCEM REP, even though it'had been issued

only a few months earlier:

The reactions in this

.

e

of publishers saw a potent i

tial publisher survey indicated that',a wide range

market in career education and also was interested

inJeerning about new career education projects,

/

,
4
.

'Based on the tenor of the initial telephone conversations, the 15 publiapers
o

'

who had expressed the highest level df interest in the project were selected forte
in-depth interviews in which staff could, personally display prototype materials
and discuss the project.

.

i

Appointments for-interviews were established in subsequent telephone conversations.

The caller-made appointments directly with the interviewees, who were

either executive qfficers'in the publishing house or managerial personnel respo*sible for publications in career education or comparable innovative materials.

The caller specified that the. appointment would be from one to two hours in
duration.

The caller also delineated-the purposes of, the interview:

(1) to

describe the CCEM project; (2) to display sample CCEM materials (three unit
samplers, the curriculum scope and sequence, and the project brochure); and (3) to
discuss the.possibility of publishiig the revised CCEM materials in toto or in part.
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Much of the time was

The meetings varied in length from 1 to 2 1/2 hours.
devoted to discussion of the possibility of establ

hing early cooperative arrange-

ments between AIR and the eventually selected publishe

or the purpoie of joint

input on the design and theievision of the materials.

The,discussion was hypo-

be made either way.
thetical at that, point; of course, since= commitments copleV)

The publishers were

The meetings could all be degcribed as frank and warm.
generally very receptive and interested in the presentations.

quite detailed knowledge of CCEM efforts.

The extent of their

Some publishers gave eviaence,of

prior knowledge of theCCEM materials varied.

More generally, however, knowledge was

limited to the CCEM project rather than to the m4terials.

There were also pub-

lishers who knew nothing of CCEM.

Among the publishers contacted were those representing various positions
regarding career education. there were those who were,quite heavily involved in
career education., There were"those who were due to publish significant new materials imminently.

There was one company that was scheduled

to publish

a new

series within a year; it represented.a $1,000,000 developmental effort (the
largest single developmental effort ever undertaien,by that company).

Finally,

there were those who were not seriously involved In career education but who were

considering a move into thefierd.

The view of the market for career education materials varied frompublisher
to publisher.
to stay.
field.

For example, at one end was the view that career education is here

At the other end was the View that career education may not be a viable
There was also disagreement on the grade levels at which career education-

materials could be sold.

One company saw the potential market at the K-6 grade

_level, while another saw the market at the 7-12 giipde level.

Some,publishers

were convinced that Classroom kits of student materials are the only Viable means
of packaging career education materials,, while others did not have an opinion on
this matter.

;

At the time of the survey, only one publisher had material in the format of
the CCEM units.

Those materials inLudedthree voluMes of teacher's guides with

accompanying preprinted,duplicating m4sters for reproducing student t4
,
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Step 3--Notice of Availability.

When sufficient materials had been developed

to warrant public announcement of the availability of the CCEM materials for publication, the appropriate announcement was made via the Publishers Alert Service.
This announcement, sent by'RIE to about 400 publishers, represented the second
major contact with publishers concerning the CCEM units being revised by AIR.

The

particular announcement for these CCEM units, however, deviated in two respects
from the usual procedures.

FiAst, it was made before the units had-been revised

and field tested. -Second, it encouraged open discussion between AIR and interested
publishers during the period of bidding.

Thirty-five publishers requested RM. The cover letter that went out with
the RIP reiterated AIR interest in, and willingness for, dialogue.

It stated,

The 61 unrevised units are available at AIR for your inspection. We
.encourage you to contact and/or visit us. A visit would pris4nt the
added advantage of your meeting our staff and discussing issues in
depth; however, we are always available to respond to any questions
by letter and to discuss any aspect by telephone.

AIR's.approach was to remain open and responsive to any expression of interest
from shay publisher.

AIR did not, hdwever, initiate dialogue with any company:

during the period between thd issuance of the RFP and the due date for proposals.
This was in keeping with the spirit of the Publishers Alert Service in which no
publisher was to be given an advantage or favored status relative to any other
publisher.

It was anticipated that publishers who were interested in bidding would want
to acquire fairly detailed knowledge of the project and would want to become
acquainted with staff members.

For this reason, a'tonsiderable amount of infor-

mation about the project was sent, to all publishers who requested the RFP.

The-actual iialogue with publishers was minimal.

Thirteen requests for the

RFP were ma4e by'letter, two were by"telephone,and one entailed a personal visit
from a. western regional sales manager.

One of the letters asked if.the entire

project must be contracted to one publisher or if sections might Ire awarded to

producers with particular expertise.

Another asked if AIR anticipated holding a

preproposal bidders conference.
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The cover letter to each publisher, in addition to answering their specific
questions, stated that a sample set of unrevised units would be sent upon request.
Six publishers did request and were sent those sample units.

The 15 publishers

in the eartfer surve, of courses had already received those sampl,e draft units.

Subsequent to the initial period of requests for the RFP, several other opppr.tunities for dialogue did arise.

The Publisher for Career Education.in the Gregg

and CoMmunity College Division,of McGraw-Hill visited AIR for half a day about one,
week After the Publishers Alert Service announcement was issued.
IzED

AIR-staff

menhirs met with representatives of two publishers at the Career Education National'

Forum heldA-4.he Center for VocaticTal Education in Columbus, Oh

ere was a

four -hour meeting with the Managing Editor of Social Studies and the Vice-

pd

Director of Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company.

At the same forum, briefer

meetings were held with the Editor -in -Chief for Career Education and Guidance of

Houghton Mifflin Company.

Finally, following telephone conversations in which a

strong interest was expressed and a visit-was requested, Dr. Dunn visited the
facilities of Educational Properties Incorporated and Hoffman Information Systems.
In all, face-to-face interactions and dialogue occurred with reprehentatives of
five publishing companies.

C' .
Discussions with other publishers occurred over the telephone but these, of
Some of the tele-

course, were not as extensive as .,ere the personal encounters

phone calls were. initiated by AIR staff during the last tao weeks in nApril6

One

publisher expressed concern that the revised materialswouldsbe distributed free
He feared that such

to schools across the country during the- national3 field test.

distribution would dilute the market.

It was decided that project staff would

quickly, canvass the publishers who had received the RFP to obtain their, views .on

the question.

Only those companies were contacted in which the person who had

received the RFP could be reached in'one or two phone calls.

Sixteen of the 35

persons were reached and none corroborated the concern of the one publisher about

distributing free-modules as part of the national field 'test.t

As the due date of prop6salsneared, thrbe publishers contacted AIR and
indicated that they would have difficulty meeting the deadline but that they were
very seriously considering whether to submit a proposal.

As a result, the due

date for proposals was extended one month for all publishers, and all publishers
!were so notified.
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aue did occur,
ur
it concernedfthe kindsof career education products
-f

Where

c

,

that the pu

,

istielkis marketing and how.the CCD 4 units might augment the company's

current line., There also some technical and liigistical Issues that were
.

raised, such as whether AIllwonld prepare camera-ready copy for the publisher.
In some instances, the question'was asked hoW much weight would be placed on the
amount of royalties in selecting a'publisher.
described as resery \d in their discussions.

Publishers could generally be

None of them was'very detailed or

probing in their questions or very Open concerning their own discussio

about

the material.

1_
.

In the end, one formal bid was submitted:' It was submitted by a publisher
.

.

'

0

.

,

.

.

(1)

with whom extensive face-to-face dialogue had transpired;

(2)

who-already had a commitment to career education but whoidid not
have a "complete" product line,

(3)

who had asked fOr a time extension in order to.make the necessary
internal decisions, and

(4)

who was a small company with a highly centralized corpqratt
decision process involving only three persons, but who relied
On external consultation to augment its judgment base..

Subsequent to the negotiation,of,all details of publication and approval by
NIE, but prior to the initiation of materials production, the chieg executive
4.--

officer, and senior shareholder, of the publishing company suffered severe health

reversals, necessitating a moratorium on all new project,starts and Le eventual
'liqhidation of all business accounts.

Since one of the terns of the.publicat on agreement was the production of
materials for use in the national field tes

(because of the need for assured

production of the materials on a timely basis), AIR resumed responsibility for
the iniiial quantity production of the units.

Such a move,.while in the best

interests of the Project, resulted in the loss of a major inducement for thinmarket publisher's, namely early partialepsovery of initial production costs
through assured buy-back of field test material.

As a result of the loss'of time associated withthese,events and the loss of
one major publisher inducement at the early stage of product development,
1
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subsequent publisher solicitation was predicat;d on somewhat different conditions.
The procurement process began to approdch more nearly the conditions of Cell 8.
Instead of emphasizing the joint deVelopment opportunities that Cell 6 implies,
publisher solicitation activities subsumed under Cell 8'imply greater need to
show publishers 'tow the products can be modified and tailored to fit"their extant
product line, and how materials might be packaged and/or portioned for alternative
markets and target groups.

CONCLUDING EXPERIENCES IN THE CCEM PROJECT
'

With completion of the-GCEK,units and the fulfillment' of all requirements

ued

for making materials available to any'potentiiily interested bidder, the con

search for a publisher for the materials moved further toward the broketed product
model.

This betami especially clear as,the advice from a variety of publishers

began to reflect consistent comments,

First, while publishers need to market

programa that' are cohekve, articulated, programs spanning multiple grades, no

publisher encountered during,the project had experience with producing and marketing a program spanning 13 grades.

Furthermore, an instructional system thatimight

consist of as many as 400 elements (teacher guides, student workbooks, and module
tests) was intimidating.

Reading programs, for example, typically Ian only three.

or perhaps four grades, and mathematics textbooks typically span only five or six'
grades.

Even relatively complicated systems such as the Sullivan Reading Series

typically' involve comparatively few discrete components.

While AIR was sensitive to the potential complexity of the CCEM system and

its broadAradeconfiguration, careful considerftion was given to packaging altenatives ,that would allow considerable pars/low in production, inventory, and
distribiltian.

The progi'am, nevertheless, was a K-12 program, and no publisher

had experience with the-production and marketing of a product that spanped that
many grade levels.
(

When it was pointed out that no publisher needed to publish all components,,
- .

i.e., one publisher could publish the elementary materialswhile.a second publisher could publis

secondary materials, the response,was, "Yes, but then we

`wouldn't have a compbc(to program."

Thus; one serious error in the early,concep-

..,

tualization of the Model I CCEM project may have been the original definition of
the system as a comprehensive career edlicatfOn program.-

a

.
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In the summet of 1976, a decision was made to approach an entirely different,

type of publisherthe lalicropublisher.

Oneimajor reason for this decision, as

was pointed out in Chapter 2, was that these publishers are typically more tipkT
oriented than larger publishers and they are much more experienced in handling
atypical products.

In October the decision was made to explore the convention solicitation
model described in Chapter 2.

The Commissioner's Conference on Career Education

seemed to be the logical place to start, and the search procedure resulted in
.040,
driect con
with approximately 50.publishers. These 50 were screened to 26
potentially app opriate publishers, 12 requesting materials for ieviemv.

Strong

interest was expiessed on the part of half a dozen, and three publishers were
suffidiently attracted to the Products to carry out careful production cost.analyses.
While Hone of the interested publishers elected to bid on the materials, 8the.
strength of micropublisher interest reinforced the wisdom of'ilip nethod: of publisher solicitation.

In retrospect, it was realizedthat publishers maintaining booths at a

,

'career education conference are publishers who already have career education
0

products they are trying to 'sell .'and, thus, may be less eager to acquire new
.

lareer education products than other micropublishers.

.

In view of this simple

.---"
but unanticipated conclusion, it was decided that attendance
at major edu

conferences, such as NEA or ASCD would be more appropriate in tha

ional

,

1

there would be

a larger number of micropublishdis attending who would not hale 4ir eer education

.r,

*

products and hence might be more keenly interested in developing a new product
.

lihe.

.

To facilitate this type of future publisher solicitation and al so.to make
staff time available for the' extended product brokering necessary, an extension

of the CCEM project was negotiated and carried out.

In conclusion, experience on the CCEM project, ranging from Cell r to Cell 8
of the typology model, has generated keener iltsight into the nature and process .

of prpduct placement and suggests a variety of alternatives that funding. agencies.'
and product developers might wish to consider in future product development
ventures.

s
4
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C.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on experiences in the CCEM project and the analysis df publisher
'characteristics and the procurement process, a series of comments and recommendations might be made.

First, and most, importantly, star; the publisher searoh as early as possible.,

Indeed, the proposal on which the project is based should include clear-cut pro,

visions for
brokering.

and budgeting of, time and money for publisher search and product
Furthermore, this should be consider

as important an undertaking

of the project as product restin g and product revision. It should be the
responsibility of a senior member of the project staff, one'who can speak with
authority regarding the project and influence the characteristics of the product.

Immediately upon award of the project, the developers should begin compiling
publisher dosiers.

Among other things, these dosierEi might-include publisher

catalogues, which serve to familiarize the developer with a varietY of publishers'

products)

In addition, senior staff shouldmake,frequent visits to publisher

displays at trade fairs, conventions, and conferences.

At these displays, project

staff should talk to salesmen, slearn more about the administrative organization

of their respective publishers their preferred markets, their production methods,
and their general produdt lines.

44nal4, sinior.proledt staff should write

personal letters to senior members of various selected publis4pg houses to
<

.

acquaint those organizations with the project and the forthComing products.
o

Second, project staff should develop a series of.special materiilii to assist'

in placing the product.

It is important to hava.a good project brochure; a

product, description booklet, that outlines the pr duct charadteristids and describes,

where the product came from, what it is intended to do, and how it ties'in with
ongoing educatlpal programs; and several altetdi iye product mock-ups.. The
product sock-ups should have the benefit of qualit

and perhaps a colorphoto, slide tape, or flip char

artwork, printing, and de

gn

'

presentation that can

used to describe the product system to interested 1; rtien.

If the Or

director

e'

,
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is to "sell" his product.efficie ttly,:he needs the typical salesman's "tools."
These "tools" might also involve °flow charts, colored photo posters, or display
6

backboards.

These materials can also be used for presentations at technical

conferences and at .professional

eetings.

Ideally, the flip chart/slide presen-

tatiOns will show ,sample prodUct ,.how they fit into the overall comprehensive

product being developed, how the product might be packaged, and how the product
might fit into alternative publi her images, production modes, and marketing
styles.

Third,. project staff should

lan their marketing campaign starting with an

analysis of what stage, or 'seen," of the solicitation modeldhey might be in
and thea-modify their marketing campaign as the)roject moves through various
.

cell, stages.

In this regard, it is wise to invite publisher consultation as%,

early as possible, keep publLhersperipaically informed;regardin; progres's in
thi development of the product, and in general let them know that the developer
is flexible and open to pegotiation., It is essential that the,product developer
not be too rigid izif the cOnceptualization of the form of the product as this will

materially reduce publisher options.

"Fourth, the product develeper Should be prepared for repeated inquiries and
fors inquiries from kfferent4leveli.within the same organization.

The product

developer should not expect reliable communication within companies.

The develr

oper must persevere; the decision process is time consuming and cannot be rushed.

In AIR's experience, it was not uncommon for a single seatr member of a major

.

publishing house to contact staff four.or'five different times *during the course
of the project.

%

In one instance, a publisher had four face-to-face visits--one

in the publisher's office, two in'the project office, and one at a mutually
convenient locatign, with materials "submitted for,review" on three separate
occasions.,

Similarly, it was not uncommon to be in On-going written communication

with one individual in a company, submit products for review to a secOnd Individual
in that company, and have a third individual in the same company "A stover" the
availability of the product through some other channel at some later

ate and

request materials for review after they had been rejected by a different depart7,--1
meat.

Publishing groups, like other large organloations, often have difficulty

keeping communication channels open and used.- As a result, it is essential not

-

tneipect a single communication with a company to be sufficient to establish
11
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Be prepared for multiple inquiries,

.that company's interest in the product.

multiple submissions, resubmissions to different people, repeated expressions
of interest, and prolonged product review and consideration periods.,

prepared to in

Also be

e publishers and/or pOlisher representatives to visit the

project, be prePar d to visit publishers, and be prepared to "lobby" for the

product at those activities and in those places where a concentration of pub
lishers can reasonably be expected,. such as at conventions and trade fiirs.

So much, then, for advice to project directors.

Now what should a sponsor

expect to do to help with the placement of a product?

-.

First of all, be patient.

et-

It takes time, far longer than one might expect.

The larger the product, the more difficult it is to place.- Some authors try for.
several years to get their.manuscripts published.

Single volumes, whether they

are novels, autobiographies, or textbooks, do not require extensive publisher
investment in

ither production or marketing.

and marketin

the other hand, require

on the part of
undertakings.

fishers.

Educational product production

proportionally greater investments

As a result, they are extremely cautious in such

Consequently, it is reasonable to expect the product placement

activity to require a great deal of time; energy, and effort, and to involve a
great many false starts.
b

Second, do.not let preference for a "big name" publisher bias judgment.
A "name" publisher may not be the best or even the most desirable publisher of
innozative educational products, at least from the point of view of maintenance
of product integrity, rapid public availability, and low consumer cost.

Big

name publishers, however, may provide greater political recognition for the
project, and probably greater publicity for,the product, but production time'
may be doubled or even ,tripled.] Thus, the sponsor should give special attention

to the identification and prioritization of the real goals regarding's product.

Third, be prepared to assist in the brokering process.

Sponsors are often

in particularly helpful positions in that they may frequently refer publishers to
a product without appearing to be unduly partial.

In the process of monitoring

a variety of projects, it is often poisible for technical, monitors to become
familiar with micropublishers who may be publishing products of related projects,
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and who could easily-expand their'product lines by picking, up a related,set
of materials.

°

Finally, it is important for the sponsor to realize that although plans can

be made and schedules outlined for the solicitation bf Publishers; brokering a
product is a dynamic process that, once initiated, is often sporadic, quixotic'
in natures and heavily dependent on serendipity and chance.
o

The difference

between success and failure in placing a product with a publisher may often be
the degree to which a product developer has the time and sponsor support to
respond-flexibly to those unexpected opportunities that emerge during the life
of the project and, indeed, in the months there&fter.

o

7
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